Attendees: Ashwani Vasishth (Chair), Erin Augis, Sarah Carberry, Christina Chung, Sangha Padhy, Monika Giacoppa, Eric Daffron

1. Review Minutes (5 minutes)
   Reviewed by email

2. Status update on the Awareness Assessment or Fall 2015 (5 minutes)
   Eric’s Comments in pdf.

3. Status update on the Experiential Learning Assessment for Fall 2015 (5 minutes)
   Split the SLOs between Lab and FYS.
   Sent out emails for the Lab Reports. Four responses. Six in total, every fifth. Each section giving us five lab reports. No double sections.
   Emails to FYS. One response so far. Ask Shaz—maybe six?
   Syllabi collected, and being assessment. As many syllabi as they could get their hands on.

4. Transition process for a new Chair, starting in Spring 2016 (5 minutes)
   Five voting members voted to support Sangha’s

5. Planning for the Spring 2016 Assessment (10 minutes)
   Understanding and CLA. Sub-committee set as below

6. General Education Task Force: Eric Daffron (25 minutes)
   Will go to FAEC next week, and FA December 2.

7. Other Business (5 minutes)

Sub-committees: 2013-14

Written Communication Sub-committee: Monika, Shaz, Ashwani, John, Todd
Quantitative Reasoning Sub-committee: Donovan, Christina, Gladys, Sarah
Critical Inquiry Sub-committee: Eric (CLA)
Interdisciplinary Analysis Sub-committee: Sangha, Leigh, Sarah

Sub-committees: 2014-15
Information Literacy Sub-committee: Leigh, Sarah, Todd
Oral Communication Sub-committee: Sangha, Shaz, John
International Perspectives Sub-committee: Gladys, Christina, Donovan
Intercultural Perspectives Sub-committee: Sangha, Pinar, Todd

Sub-committees: 2015-16
Awareness Sub-committee: Pinar, John, Ashwani
Experiential Learning Sub-committee: Shaz, Sarah, Donovan
Understanding the Way the World Works Sub-committee: Erin, Ashwani, Christina
CLA: Eric Daffron